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2.

HOW DOES THIS
HIDDEN
ACCOUNTANT
TIM ALLEN'S $10,000 PAID FOR
DAMAGES CONFESSION
OR
ATO HIDDEN
RISK MANAGEMENT
COVER-UP
PROVE THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN
A SOUND INVESTMENT
AND A

SCAM?

A) We were forced to volunteer a $million dollar budget to take on this QDPP
proven CIB scam. The need to study the Court transcript of Case 422/2000-2
Holland Park. A THREE YEAR FARSE. Where Magistrate Ian Austin ordered
me “To be back in his court room, with legal counsel and defend
myself.” Adding “This is not a joke, you have been charged by the CIB.”
This Police Risk Management scam as QLS law reform Judge Pat Shanahan
explained quote “Your story is so unbelievable it's believable. YOU MUST
PROVE ABANDONMENT IS FRAUD.” B) We followed a Crown led
education and training law reform crime prevention style program. Thanks to
the Crown's open door policy and freedom of the press. Best understood by
CBA Chris Watts now hidden statement “This is a bank circus I do not wish
to be part of.” To mean, to prove the act of abandonment, to do anything to
prevent the truth being exposed in the Supreme, District, Magistrates or
Arbitration Court. (This was achieved by court ordered mediation for
discovery and disclosure to take place.)
A) The Labor Party model was to use the Rob McCelland, Federal Justice
Minister's standard ATO / CMC, ALRC, LSC, QLS, Bar Association Court
transcript procedure for the Queensland Premier's cabinet / justice / Police /
EPA / IPA / Fair Trading Ministers to support Queensland Police
administration direction to lay fraud charges. TO ENFORCE LAW REFORM
TO PUT AN END TO THIS CRIMINAL ABANDONMENT WHERE NO-ONE
WANTS TO LISTEN TO AND ACT ON THE TRUTH OF THIS
CORRUPTION. B) The LNP model was represented by the BCC Lord Mayor
Campbell Newman (as witnessed by Police) to use the 'picnic in the park'
approach, where the Lord Mayor promised a press release, but so far has not
been delivered. This release will expose this town planning / 'Site Solutions'
scam where our HEHS superfund profit was used to pay organised crime by
self funded, insider trading to pay kickbacks and bribes by 'brown paper bag'
style cash payments.
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Follow the lead of the CBA to admit liability and blame by payment to the Storm
Investment victims. (TBC) In our case, under legal advice, we accepted CBA
payment of $25,000 as a model to admit guilt to a CBA 'deed of compromise'
where the bank sacked their Loans Manager James Pitman who was gagged
like Davida from giving further evidence. (TBC)
Time out:- The need to gain the AIS style credibility to enforce the desire to
look at this case as a marathon, you must finish if you are to win. This means
you must study law reform, eg, A) the worlds banks near collapse with the
Bernard Madoff Ponzi style Sub-prime mortgage loan scam, (TBC) B) The
CIB / Fraud Squad ran seminars to study the Nigerian inheritance scam where
even the famous Scotland Yard Police advised organised crime that is
controlled beyond our shores from a safe haven is beyond our legal control
and therefore beyond Federal and State Police control. Hence their standard
warning “If it sounds too good to be true, chances are it is a scam.” (TBC)
Now we must engage the next step, as a prison reform, health care and quality
of life consultant. I followed the Police Fair Trading / Rescue Management
policy “To never give up on crime, no matter what the cost.” I accepted the
Magistrate Court Registrar's challenge, to acknowledge this technical
device or Premier's requested solution. I accepted the CBA $25,000 for
one victim only payment to prove bank liability. To allow the ATO and
other CBA victims to follow. As the CBA model, we must start off with my
now 90 year old mother, where organised crime not satisfied with stealing my
mum's HEHS superfund profit with an approximate value of $125,000 tried yet
another 1% Badja Pty Ltd shareholder scam, to attempt to steal my mother's
home. (TBC) Note, due to the Church's apology in reference pressure on the
Church in reference to child molestation cases, the Rev. Michael and Doris
Veary apologised for not taking further action on their now hidden Police
Crime Report. They were witness to the ongoing violence and bullying by our
Head Contractor Rob Wilson. Rob Wilson perjured himself in court, but was
ignored by Magistrate Ian Austin, also in Chambers, behind closed doors. Due
to Davida's confessed cunning and fraudulent deception. (TBC)
This left the banks, Cabinet Ministers and Police Assistant Commissioner Pat
Doonan's apology for 'abuse of public office' and 'obstruction of justice'.
This allowed the QLS law reform Judge Pat Shanahan's obvious teamwork
solution where the Queensland Police admin, union and media accepted
Judge Shanahan's direction. They offered us the opportunity to do what we do
best, to teach and train. Starting with the Bond and Griffiths University law
and criminology students who work out of Police Headquarters, 200 Roma
Street, Brisbane, widely accepted in the community as work experience.
As any coach or teacher will tell you sometimes, as in our case, students
cannot see the obvious, or with fear of failure do not act on the obvious.
They need the Crown / Treasury Department / ATO / Federal Attorney
General's direction to make this ATO case official, as the Queensland
Police administration directed to lay fraud charges. Note the Police
admin, union and media including the Police Commissioner Bob Atkinson
could see the scam. He lacked the legal ability to take on an ex-QDPP
Barrister Davida Williams that due to the Vexatious Litigants Act loophole, was
protected by the Justice Minister Rod Welford. Rod confessed, he was
tricked, cheated and deceived in this faulty bank loan CBA conspiracy and
cover-up. This allowed Rob Wilson to run the 'Site Solutions' scam, but there
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is more. Davida ran the scam to try and give me a criminal record for theft. Then
as a standard Police cover-up or fallback scam Davida as legal counsel
directed me to sign a QDPP release to drop charges with the condition I did
not sue the Police cartel who ran the scam, for false arrest. Then we were
falsely charged with child assault and when that failed and in desperation I was
accused of child molestation by the CIB. The scam being to give me a criminal
record to destroy my credibility so you would not believe the Police
administration evidence to lay fraud charges against the CBA led cartel.
The cartel was run by the Assistant Commissioner Pat Doonan, his Inspector
Ray Loader, Fraud Squad Detective Brett Heath and the now CIB Detective
Inspector Trevor Kidd, who with the 'Site Solutions' engineer Brad Jones ran
the 'Site Solutions' scam, where the Head Contractor Rob Wilson acted as
the 'bagman', to use the HEHS superfund scam to become creditors of our 22
block subdivision, to sell it off to pay the kickbacks and bribes. HOW SIMPLE
IS THAT? As proof, talk to our smart civil engineer John Koek from Baseline
Civil Engineers.
In summing up, I agree, teamwork is the only solution. The Crown case for the
Police admin, union and media, for the Queensland QLS and Bar Association
reform where the ATO desire full payment, is not to try to settle for half the value
of what is left of our HEHS superfund as a cop-out. The need is to gain
Supreme Court ordered mediation to discover and disclose the real profit of
our 22 block subdivision, to work out where this profit went. To do this you
must acknowledge, A) our ex-QDPP Barrister is and was a confessed forger
and fraudster and now felon, but she was so much more. Not only did Davida
abandon our case in court, she did all possible to steal our money and destroy
our lives. B) In law, they talk about a key or pivotal point where you realise the
truth. Davida explained it as quote “You suffer from information overload.”
To mean, Davida, despite her skills and experience as a Public Prosecutor
realised, even with the help of the QDPP and the CIB / Fraud Squad cartel,
they did not have the ability to bankrupt me and put me into prison, to destroy
my life, even though as senior legal counsel, Davida controlled our case. C)
Davida was being blackmailed by the Commonwealth Bank via a QDPP
plea-bargaining deal or scam that meant if I did not go to prison, then as a
prisoner, her three year suspended sentence would be revived and she
would suffer a six month gaol term. This is why the Law Reform Judge Pat
Shanahan said “This is the best case for law reform.” (TBC) D) So I again
urge you to look at the QLS based facts, how Detective Inspector Trevor Kidd
tried to frame me for stealing an excavator bucket used on my excavator and
with my 8 ton tip truck the hire of both have never been paid. To mean, in brief,
this was an Arbitration ordered scam which Davida ran and organised. (TBC)
E) Fraud Squad Detective Sergeant Brett Heath was in on the scam, he was
advised that the CBA loan agreement to sell land without title and deposit had
been stolen from our file and destroyed. Hence by law, if this key evidence was
destroyed we relied on Supreme Court Judge Margaret White's disclosure
order as to why the CBA paid us $25,000 when the answer is obvious. (TBC) F)
Inspector Ray Loader is generally accepted as making the biggest blunder of
all, he said to me “If you had paid the Head Contractor $200,000 or given 2
blocks of land the Head Contractor would have stopped trying to beat
you up. Better you had paid.” This of course is an obvious threat. He added
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“The chances of you meeting the Assistant Commissioner Pat Doonan
will not happen.” G) The good news, thanks to the Queensland Premier's
team, the Queensland Cabinet moved to correct the above and the Lord
Mayor Campbell Newman promised a press release. In time the Lord Mayor
must keep his promise. H) At an official Crown directed EPA forum; I was given
the best advice and solution. I was told by the management that run the EPA
forum, they had not always worked for the public service. Almost all had
worked for private practice or been self employed, they explained it in a quote
“We are toothless tigers.” To mean, they could not create waves and upset
the bank cartel.
It comes down to one relevant question; does the 'Site Solutions' scam
exist? If so, the Crown, ATO, CMC, ALRC, LSC, Police admin, union and
media, QLS and Bar Association can win for law reform. We can then upgrade
the fraudulent Vexatious Litigants Act by studying the Fair Trading, Trade
Practices, CMC and Judicial Review Act of abandonment, which was also
explained by an Assistant Commissioner of Police 'whistleblower' who was
not prepared to work under a Police Risk Management policy he saw as
fraudulent. Best understood by the three step procedure as specified by smart
Supreme Court Judge John Byrnes to give warnings and if these warnings
were not acknowledged then he warned the minimum penalty for this crime is
a five year gaol term.
Like any mathematics teacher will explain the obvious, the facts add up. But
first as the Commonwealth Bank Loans Officer James Pitman put it “First
you must find someone in the Commonwealth Bank to listen to your
story, only then, will justice be done.” Chris Watts as Grahame Ledwidge's
boss came forward and admitted blame. The Lord Mayor promised a press
release and our accountant wrote a damages confession but in the end the
Police cartel abandoned, litigated and liquidated all in the name of fraud. The
bank led cartel could not put me in prison, so their obvious next best approach
is to create a stalemate, a non event, to do nothing in the hope that driven by
despair and depression I will just give up on my mother and all other
Commonwealth Bank proven victims of crime. Just like the Storm victim's
class action WE MUST STAND TOGETHER. Focus on the 'Site Solutions'
scam, this scam can be exposed, broken and reformed and in the future you
can say you helped win, you did your duty for the Crown YOU MADE A
DIFFERENCE. PLEASE DO NOT ABANDON US; THE TRUTH WILL SET
US FREE, SO WE CAN LIVE IN PEACE!

To make it legal

Signed John Bright

Email: brights@live.com.au
Website: www.all-fraud.net
1 Manley Drive
Montville Qld 4560
Ph: (07) 5478 5906
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